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Everyones In Everyone
Patrick Park

Patrick Park - Everyone s in Everyone

Beautiful songs and really easy to play. I hope you like it.

Capo on 4th fret
Standard Tuning

Intro:
Am - C - G - Am

Verse:
Am             C
We re blessed
C               G
We are loveless
G                      Am
We are cold and we are kind
Am              C
We are stressed
C                   G
We are so thankless
G                      Am
We are deaf and we are blind
Am          C                  G
We re pained and we re joyless
G                          Am
And we re at a fork in the road
Am           C                  G
We go to home to loving families
G                          Am
And we are sleeping in the cold

Chorus:

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

Solo: Am - C - G - Am (x2)



Am             C
We re blessed
C               G
We are restless
G                   Am
We are dumb, we are wiles
Am           C
We are young
C          G
We are old
G                              Am
We see the world through tired eyes
Am            C                 G   
We re are lost and we are found
G                     Am
And we re saved and depraved
Am                   C
We are poor and rich
C                      G
And we assure that its
G                   Am
Of love that we are made

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,



   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

   C                            G                          
As everyone s in everyone is in everyone is in everyone 
      E                             Am
is in everyone is in everyone is in everyone,

Enjoy!!

- Victor.


